
 

Board Action Form 

MEETING DATE:  March 24th, 2022 

AGENDA ITEM:  6A 

PRESENTER:  David B Dickinson 

SUBJECT:  General Managers Report 

 

1.) Water loss:  January lost and unaccounted for water reported last month was in error; as it turns out, it was 47%. 

And February was 57% based on the numbers reported. I suspect these numbers are high. We are looking into the 

causes. It could be that we are simply underestimating our losses during main breaks. We have a Master meter 

replacement project ongoing to eliminate meter malfunctions, of which we have had a few. 

 

2.) During The last two months, large leaks have kept the crew very busy. I am discovering that the winter freeze-thaw 

creates ground movement that our legacy rigid pipe cannot handle. As a result, pipe separations are becoming quite 

frequent. This is best resolved by going to High-Density Poly Ethylene pipe (HDPE) since it can handle virtually any 

kind of ground movement without breaking or separating. We are working on getting our engineers on board with 

making the changes asap. 

 

3.) We have cross checked our available “old wells” list with other available lists and have come up with an additional 
ten wells to investigate. Test pumping and evaluations are ongoing. 

 

4.) Staff is making some last-minute changes to the drought preparedness plan, and they will be working with the water 

enhancement committee to finalize it. We are still waiting on ADOT for permitting. 

 

5.) Some of you have noticed that the field crew yard on Pine Creek Canyon is vacant for the most part. We have moved 

the crew and equipment down the main office location. 

 

6.) We are asking that the White Oak – Pine mt. Project to be extended around the corner at Holly and further over to 

Pine Creek Canyon. Furthermore, we are trying to get the projects in engineering right now to extend more line 

replacements whenever possible. 
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